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Question:  What are the functions of the 
Rascal™ Handy 10 Function Relay (HRM250)?   

 Answer:  The HRM250 has 10 main functions but 8 of these 10 functions can be imitated in two diff erent  
 ways. The total of 18 functions have many uses including the useful delay on and delay off    
 functions, useful for sounders, gates, doors and lights, read on to discover more..… 

 Rascal™ Handy 10 Function Relay
This versatile relay module has two independent timers built 
into it so it can be set up to switch the relay contacts on and off  
in a variety of ways. With each timer being adjustable for 0.005s 
up to 270hrs (over 10 days!) it’s a really versatile little rascal!!

It has a total of 18 main functions which include the useful delay 
on and delay off  functions, useful for sounders, gates, doors and 
lights.

A built in LED display allows the user to set up the device to the 
function they require.

The HRM250 has a non-volatile memory so once set up if the 
power is removed it will remember its settings.

 18 Functions
The HRM250 really has 10 main functions but 8 of these 10 functions 
can be imitated in two diff erent ways. You can either start the function 
by applying power to the HRM250 or start the function by applying a 
trigger voltage to it with power permanently applied to the HRM250. 
Therefore in total it has 10+8 =18 functions.

The fi rst 1-8 functions are triggered when you actually Power up the 
device, i.e. apply 12V to it. These are 8 diff erent timing functions.

Functions 9 and 10 are “toggle” and “mimic” functions where the relay 
toggles or mimics a trigger input to it. For functions 9 & 10 the HRM250 
needs power permanently applied to it. 

Functions 11-18 are really the same as the fi rst 8 timer functions but 
these are initiated by a trigger input whilst the HRM250 has permanent 
power to it. 

When using a trigger input it needs to be a “positive trigger” this means 
the trigger signal is between 8 and 12V usually it will be at the supply 
voltage of 12V.

Check out the easy to 
follow table overleaf...
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 Functions 01 to 08 start automatically when the    
 power is turned on
 Functions 09 to 18 require a trigger to start
 20ms is required via the CH1 input

 Timer1 can be adjustable between 0.005 seconds and 270 hours
 Timer2 can be adjustable between 0.005 seconds and 270 hours
 CH1 = Pulse input 1
 N = Repeat count

 Functions 01 to 08 start automatically when the    

 Useful Notes

  Setting the Time Delay
N Functions

Functions 01-06
- LED display indicates the “time multiplier” for Timer1 and Timer2
- Time base varies from 00 to 99
- 00 = .005 second time multiplier (for very fi ne timing)
- 01 = 1 second time multiplier
- 99 = 99 second time multiplier
- First two LED digits indicate time multiplier for Timer1
- Second two LED digits indicate time multiplier for Timer2

Example 1
 • N = 0101     Timer1=0015      Timer2=0060
 • Both Timers each have a 01 second time multiplier
 • Timer1 will count 15 seconds
  01 x  15 = 15 seconds
 • Timer2 will count 60 seconds
  01 x 60 = 60 seconds

Example 2
 • N = 0050     Timer1=0015     Timer2=060
 • Timer1 has a .005 second time multiplier
 • Timer2 has a 50 second time multiplier
 • Timer1 will count 0.075 seconds
  .005 x 15 = 0.075 seconds
 • Timer2 will count 3000 seconds
  50 x 60 = 3000 seconds
Example 3
 • N = 9999      Timer1=9999     Timer2=9999
 • Both Timers each have a 99 second time multiplier
 • Both Timers will count 989,901 seconds which is 275 hrs app
  99 * 9999 = 989,901 seconds

Functions 07, 08
- LED display indicates “number of LOOPS”
- In these functions the “time multiplier” is set to 01 or 1 

second per Timer1 and Timer2 unit

- The number of LOOPS can range from 1 to 9999

 Summary of Functions

Function Relay at Power on When Timer1=0 When Timer2=0 “N” Value
High Pulse on CH1

(Also restarts all 
functions)

Notes

01 OFF ON Time Multiplier
02 ON OFF Time Multiplier
03 OFF ON OFF Time Multiplier
04 ON OFF ON Time Multiplier
05 OFF ON OFF Time Multiplier Repeats when done
06 ON OFF ON Time Multiplier Repeats when done
07 OFF ON OFF Loop #
08 ON OFF ON Loop #

09 OFF Toggles - ON / OFF via 
pulse on CH1

10 OFF OFF Mimics
11 OFF ON Starts Timer1
12 OFF OFF Relay On -  Start Timer1
13 OFF ON OFF Starts Timer1
14 OFF OFF ON Relay On - Start Timer1
15 OFF ON OFF Starts Timer1 Repeats when done
16 OFF OFF ON Relay On - Start Timer1 Repeats when done
17 OFF OFF ON Loop # Starts Timer1
18 OFF OFF ON Loop # Relay On - Start Timer1

This CCTV installation tip is aimed at helping you to install CCTV equipment. If you are looking for answers on “how to fit CCTV” or perhaps “how to network a DVR or 
NVR” or even “how to get CCTV on your mobile phone” why not check out our full range of CCTV installation tips at: www.systemq.com
How to guides aim to answer commonly asked questions in a concise and informative manner. They are for advice & guidance only and do not replace any of the manuals or other literature supplied with our products.
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Detailed Functions
Function 01 - Delay on after power up

- Power on starts Timer1 and relay will be off
- When Timer1 = 0s the relay will turn on
- Function then stops
- Timer1 can be adjustable between 0.005 seconds and 270 hours
- High pulse on CH1 will repeat the function

Function 02 - Delay off after power up

- Power on turns on the relay and starts Timer1
- When Timer1 = 0s the relay will turn off
- Function then stops
- Timer1 can be adjustable between 0.005 seconds and 270 hours
- High pulse on CH1 will repeat the function

Function 03 - Delay On - then switch off after second adjustable delay.

- Power on starts Timer1 and relay will be off
- When Timer1 = 0s the relay will turn on
- Timer2 Starts
- When Timer2  = 0s the relay will turn off
- Function then stops
- Both timers can be adjustable between 0.005 seconds and 270 

hours
- High pulse on CH1 will repeat the function

Function 04 - Delay Off  - then switch on after second adjustable delay.

- Power on turns on the relay and starts Timer1
- When Timer1 = 0s the relay will turn off
- Timer2  Starts
- When Timer2 = 0s the relay will turn on
- Function then stops
- Both timers can be adjustable between 0.005 seconds and 270 

hours
- High pulse on CH1 will repeat the function

Function 05 – Power on Continuous Loop Timing - Mode A

- Power on starts Timer1 and relay will be off
- When Timer1 = 0s the relay will turn on
- Timer2 Starts
- When Timer2 = 0s the relay will turn off
- The function is then repeated
- Both timers can be adjustable between 0.005 seconds and 270 

hours
- High pulse on CH1 will reset and restart the function

Function 06 – Power on Continuous Timing - Mode B
- Power on turns on the relay and starts Timer1
- When Timer1 = 0s the relay will be  off
- Timer2  Starts
- When Timer2 = 0s the relay will turn on
- The function is then repeated
- Both timers can be adjustable between 0.005 seconds and 270 hours
- High pulse on CH1 will reset and restart the function

Function 07 – Power on - Set number of  Loops Timing - Mode A

- Power on starts Timer1 and relay will be off
- When Timer1 = 0s the relay will turn on
- Timer2 Starts
- When Timer2 = 0s the relay will turn off
- Repeat the function "N" times
- Both timers can be adjustable between 0.005 seconds and 270 

hours
- "N" can be set to between 1 and 9999 loops
- High pulse on CH1 will reset and restart the function

Function 08 – Power on - Set number of Loops Timing - Mode B

- Power on turns on the relay and starts Timer1
- When Timer1 = 0s the relay will be  off
- Timer2 Starts
- When Timer2 = 0s the relay will turn on
- Repeat the function "N" times
- Both timers can be adjustable between 0.005 seconds and 270 

hours
- "N" can be set to between 1 and 9999 loops
- High pulse on CH1 will reset and restart the function

Function 09 - Toggle Mode

- At power ON, relay will be off
- High pulse on CH1 will turn on the relay
- High pulse on CH1 will turn off the relay

Function 10 - Mimic Mode 

- At power ON relay will be off
- High pulse on CH1 will turn on the relay
- Remove the High pulse on CH1, then when Timer1=0s the relay 

will turn off

Function 11 – Positive Trigger starts Delay On

- At power on relay will be off
- High pulse on CH1 will start Timer1 (High pulse is 3-12V)
- When Timer1 = 0s the relay will turn on
- High pulse on CH1 will restart function
- Timer1 can be adjustable between 0.005 seconds and 270 hours

Function 12 - Positive Trigger starts Delay OFF

- At power on relay will be off
- High pulse on CH1 will turn on the relay
- Timer1 will start
- When Timer1 = 0s the relay will turn off
- High pulse on CH1 will reset and restart the function
- Timer1 can be adjustable between 0.005 seconds and 270 hours
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Function 13 - Positive Trigger starts delay On  
- then switch off after second adjustable delay.

- Power on starts Timer1 and relay will be off
- High pulse on CH1 will start Timer1
- When Timer1 = 0s the relay will turn on
- Timer2 now starts
- When Timer2 = 0s the relay will turn off
- High pulse on CH1 will reset and restart the function
- Both timers can be adjustable between 0.005 seconds and 270 hours

Function 14 – Positive Trigger starts  delay Off 
- then switch on after second adjustable delay.

- At power on relay will be off
- High pulse on CH1 will turn on the relay
- Timer1 will start
- When Timer1 = 0s the relay will turn off
- Timer2 now Starts
- When Timer2 = 0s the relay will turn on
- High pulse on CH1 will reset and restart the function
- Both timers can be adjustable between 0.005 seconds and 270 

hours

Function 15 – Positive Trigger starts Continuous Loop Timing - Mode A

- Power on relay will be off
- High pulse on CH1 will start Timer1
- When Timer1 = 0s the relay will turn on
- Timer2 now Starts
- When Timer2 = 0s the relay will turn off
- High pulse on CH1 will reset and restart the function
- The loop now repeats.
- Timer1 can be adjustable between 0.005 seconds and 270 hours

Function 16 - Positive Trigger starts Continuous Loop Timing - Mode B

- At power on relay will be off
- High pulse on CH1 will turn on the relay
- Timer1 will now start
- When Timer1 = 0s the relay will turn off
- Timer2 now Starts
- When Timer2 = 0s the relay will turn on
- High pulse on CH1 will reset and restart the function
- The loop now repeats
- Timer1 can be adjustable between 0.005 seconds and 270 hours

Function 17 - Positive Trigger starts Set number of  Loops Timing - Mode A

- At power on relay will be off
- High pulse on CH1 will start Timer1
- When Timer1 = 0s the relay will turn on
- Timer2 now starts 
- When Timer2 = 0s the relay will turn off
- The loop repeats “N” times
- Timer1 & Timer2 can be adjustable between 0.005 seconds and 

270 hours
- N can be between 1 and 9999 loops
- High pulse on CH1 will reset and restart the function

Function 18 - Positive Trigger starts Set number of  Loops Timing - Mode B

- At power on relay will be off
- High pulse on CH1 will turn on the relay
- Timer1 will start
- When Timer1 = 0s the relay will turn off
- Timer2 now Starts
- When Timer2 = 0s the relay will turn on
- The function repeats “N” times
- Both timers can be adjustable between 0.005 seconds and 270 hours
- N can be between 1 and 9999 loops
- High pulse on CH1 will reset and restart the function


